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1. INTRODUCTION
In this introduction we let the ground field F be algebraically closed of
characteristic zero.
The classical translation principle states that certain primitive quotients
of enveloping algebras of semi-simple Lie algebras are Morita equivalent.
To give a more precise discussion we will, for simplicity, assume that we
work with sl .2
w xThe defining equations for sl s kH q kA q kB are H, A s 2 A,2
w x w x 2H, B s y2 B, A, B s H. The Casimir element C s 2 AB q 2 BA q H
 .generates the center of U sl and the maximal primitive quotients are2
given by
Ul s U sl r C y l l q 2 . .  . .2
The translation principle states that Ul and Ul9 are Morita equivalent if
l y l9 g Z and l, l9 / y1.
The standard proof of this result is through the Bernstein]Beilinson
w x ltheorem 7 . For simplicity, assume that l, l9 g N. Denote by D the
 . l  1 l.1sheaf of differential operators on O l . Then U s G P , D . TheP
remarkable fact proved by Bernstein and Beilinson in much greater
. lgenerality is that there is a category equivalence between U -mod and the
category of quasi-coherent D l-modules. This equivalence is given by
D lm lyUl l66U -mod D -qch. 1.1 .1 .G P , y
On the other hand it is easy to prove that
D l9 s O 1 l9 y l m D l m O 1 l y l9 .  .P O O P1 1P P
 . land thus O l y l9 m y defines a category equivalence between D -O 1P
l9  .qch and D -qch. Combining this with 1.1 yields the sought equivalence
between Ul-mod and Ul9-mod.
In this paper we will define a similar translation principle for central
quotients of four-dimensional Sklyanin algebras. The latter were defined
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w xby Sklyanin in 15, 16 in connection with his work on quantum inverse
scattering theory. They are noetherian graded algebras of the form
F [ A [ A [ ??? 1.2 .1 2
 .4 w xwith Hilbert series 1r 1 y t , having good homological properties 19, 22 .
w xIn 13, 14 Odeskii and Feigin showed that one could define Sklyanin
 .algebras of arbitrary dimension, starting from a triple E, s , L where E
is a smooth elliptic curve, s is a translation, and L is line bundle of
degree r where r is the GK-dimension of the associated algebra. A similar
w xconstruction in dimension three was independently given in 4, 5 . That the
higher dimensional Sklyanin algebras have the expected properties was
w xshown in 22 .
It was noticed in various papers that the four-dimensional Sklyanin
 . w xalgebras and U sl have very similar properties 9, 17 . In fact, to have a2
 .complete analogy it is better not to work with U sl but with the2
 . w x w x w xhomogenized version H sl s k H, A, B, t where H, A s 2 tA, H, B2
w x w x  .s y2 tB, A, B s 2 tH, t, y s 0. H sl may be graded by giving all2
generators degree 1.
 .The center of H sl is generated by t and C, where the latter is2
considered as an element of degree 2 in the obvious way. The homoge-
nized version of Ul is given by
H l s H sl r C y l l q 2 t 2 . .  . .2
 .  .The fact that H sl and A are graded as in 1.2 means that they are2
amenable to the techniques of non-commutative projective geometry as
w x  w x .developed in 3 by Artin and Zhang see 6 for a precursor .
Artin and Zhang associate to a left noetherian F-algebra B, graded as
 .in 1.2 a non-commutative projective scheme proj B. To define it, put
B-gr [ finitely generated graded B-modules
tors [ finite dimensional graded B-modules
B-qgr [ B-grrtors.
B-gr and B-qgr are equipped with a natural auto-equivalence, given by the
 .shift functor s: M ¬ M 1 , and B itself defines a distinguished object of
B-qgr, denoted by O. Then by definition the projective scheme associated
to B is
proj B [ B-qgr, s, O . .
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In geometric language, s is called the polarization and O the structure
sheaf.
For the purposes of this paper let us define
proj8 B [ B-qgr, s . .
 .Then the translation principle for U sl may be quite easily extended to2
 .H sl as follows: assume l, l9 g F, l y l9 g Z and l, l9 / y1 then2
proj8 H l and proj8 H l9 are equivalent. That is, H l-qgr and H l9-qgr are
equivalent and this equivalence commutes with s. See Appendix A.
It is precisely this result that we will generalize to four-dimensional
Sklyanin algebras. So let A be such an algebra. Then the part of degree
two of the center of A contains a canonical two-dimensional subspace
FV q FV , which, in the case that s has infinite order, generates the1 2
w xwhole center 10 . Then we will show that for certain pairs V, V9 g FV q1
FV there is an equivalence between proj8 ArAV and proj8 ArAV9 see2
.Theorem 7.4.1 for a precise statement .
As a result we obtain a new, intrinsic, description if s has infinite
.  .order of the fat points of A of higher multiplicity see Proposition 7.5.2 .
w xThese fat points were essentially discovered by Sklyanin 16 , but as was
w xpointed out in 17, Sect. 3 the reason for their existence was somewhat of
a mystery.
Our approach to proving the translation principle for A is based upon a
generalization of the Bernstein]Beilinson theorem. However, whereas D l
is an ordinary sheaf of algebras on P1, we are forced to work with the
more complicated notion of an O 1-bimodule algebra.P
w xTo define this notion let X be an F-scheme of finite type. In 6 an
O -bimodule was defined as an O -module satisfying certain finitenessX X= XF
conditions. An O -bimodule algebra is, roughly speaking, an algebra objectX
in the tensor category of O -bimodules. Our substitute for theX
Bernstein]Beilinson theorem is as follows. Assume that
B s O [ B [ B [ ???X 1 2
 .is a graded left noetherian bimodule algebra and put B s G X, B .
 .  .Assume in addition that B is an ample sequence see Definition 5.1 .n n
Then there are inverse equivalences
Bm yB 6
6B-qgr B-qgr. .G X , y
 .The proof of this result Theorem 5.2 is a direct generalization of the
w xproof of 6, Theorem 3.12 .
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The bimodule algebras we need are those coming from linear A-mod-
ules. Recall that a linear A-module of dimension l is a graded A-module
having the Hilbert series of a polynomial algebra in l variables. It has been
w xshown in 22, 21 that if A is a Sklyanin algebra associated to the triple
 .E, s , L then linear A-modules may be associated to effective divisors on
E. Now effective divisors on E of degree l correspond to points on SlE,
the l-fold symmetric product of E.
We will construct a bimodule algebra B on X s SlE in such a way that
  . .for y g X one has that G F y m B is precisely the right linearOX
 .module associated to y. See Theorem 6.4.1. If l s 1 this is a standard
construction which leads to the twisted homogeneous coordinate ring of
 . w xthe triple E, s , L 4]6 . In fact this doesn't depend on A being a
Sklyanin algebra. On the other hand if l ) 1 then the hypothesis that A is
a Sklyanin algebra seems to be essential.
In general B is, on the left and on the right, a vector bundle of degree1
l on O , and B should be regarded as a substitute for the symmetricX
 .algebra S B , which is not defined. This may be used to explain to some1
extent the similarity of the algebras ArAV, V g FV q FV with the1 2
homogeneous coordinate rings of quadrics of rank 3 or 4 in P3. Indeed
 1  ..  .1these may be described as G P , S M where M is either O 1 [O P1P
 .  .1 1 1O 1 in the regular case, or O [ O 2 in the singular case.P P P
2. BIMODULES
First we have to discuss a particular type of quasi-coherent module.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let f : Y ª X be a morphism of finite type between
noetherian schemes and let M be a quasi-coherent O -module. We sayY
 .that M is relatively locally finite rlf for f , if for all coherent M 9 ; M one
<has that f Supp M 9 is finite.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let f , X, Y be as in the abo¨e definition.
 . i1 If M is rlf for f then R f# M s 0 for i ) 0.
 .2 If there is an exact sequence
0 ª M ª M ª M ª 01 2
of quasicoherent O modules then M are rlf for f if and only if M is rlfY 1, 2
for f.
 .  .3 If M are rlf for f , for a directed set I, then lim M is rlf for f.i ig I i6
 .4 If Q, M are quasi-coherent O -modules and if M is rlf for f thenY
Q m M is rlf for f.OY
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 .  .5 Projection formula If M is an O -module, rlf for f , and N is aY
quasi-coherent O -module then the natural mapX
f# M m N ª f# M m f *N .O OX Y
is an isomorphism.
 .  .6 Base change If there is a pullback diagram
p9 6
Y 9 Y
6
f 9 f6 p 6
XX 9
and if M is a quasi-coherent O -module, rlf for f , then p9* M is rlf for f 9 andY
the natural map
p*f# M ª f#X p9* M
is an isomorphism.
 .7 The functor f# from the category of O -modules rlf for f to theY
category of quasicoherent O -modules is faithful.X
Proof. The proof is based upon the fact that everything is compatible
with direct limits, so we may use coherent modules. These have finite
support. Since everything is also local on X, we are basically in an affine
situation.
Now we are ready define bimodules over schemes. For simplicity we fix a
noetherian base scheme S. All our schemes will be S-schemes of finite
type, and all our maps will be S-maps. The following definition is a
w xgeneralization of 6, Sect. 2 .
DEFINITION 2.3. Let X, Y be Noetherian S-schemes of finite type. A
O -central O y O bimodule is a quasi-coherent O -module, rlf forS X Y X= YS
the projections pr : X = Y ª X, Y.1, 2 S
Remark 2.4. This is a slight generalization of the definition of a
w xcoherent bimodule in 6 . The extra generality is needed because the
bimodule algebras we will construct are in general not coherent.
Let M be an O -central O y O -bimodule. If U ; X, V ; Y are openS X Y
def defy1 y1 .  .  .  .then M U s M pr U , M V s M pr V are respectively the left and1 2
right sections of M.
If X s Y then this notation would be ambiguous, so we adopt the
 .asymmetrical convention that M U stands for the left sections.
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 .  .  .Note that in general M X s M Y . We refer to M X as the global
 .  .sections of M and sometimes use the alternative notations G M , G X, M ,
0 .  .H X, M , etc. The derived functors of G M will be denoted by
i .H X, M .
 .  .  .  .The sheaves given by U ; X ¬ M U , V ; Y ¬ M V are respec-
tively pr # M and pr # M. We call these the left and right structures of1 2
M. The functors pr # and pr # are exact and faithful by Proposition 2.2.1 2
So we may think of these functors as forgetful functors, just as in the affine
case.
If M is a quasi-coherent O -module then we sometimes identify it withX
the O -bimodule d# M where d : X ª X = X is the diagonal.X S
There is a construction of bimodules that occurs often enough to merit a
special notation. Let V be an S-scheme of finite type and assume that
there are finite S-maps a : V ª X, b : V ª Y. Let H be a quasi-coherent
 .O -module. Then by H we denote the bimodule a , b #H. Often weV a b
use the following pictorial notation for this bimodule.
H
V 2.1 .
6 6
ba
YX
As a rule, if one or both of the maps a or b is the identity then we use the
notations H, H , and H.a b
 .The notation 2.1 allows one to present the same bimodule in different
ways. For example, if we have a commutative diagram
V
6 6
d
ba
6
V 9 2.2 .
6 6a 9 b 9X Y
 .then d#H and H are the same bimodule.a 9 b 9 a b
Similarly, in case there is a commutative diagram
V 0
6 6
e
b 0a 0
6
V
6 6a bX Y
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 .  .where e is an isomorphism then H and e*H are the samea b a 0 b 0
 .  y1 .bimodule. This is a special case of 2.2 since e* s e #.
If M is an O -central O y O -bimodule and N is an O -centralS X Y S
O y O -bimodule then the tensor product of M and N is an O -centralY Z S
O y O -bimodule, defined byX Z
M m N s pr # prU M m prU N . 2.3 . .O 13 12 O 23Y X= Y= ZS S
It is also possible to define tensor products of bimodules with ordinary
quasi-coherent modules. For example, if M is an O -module and N is andX
O -central O y O -bimodule thenS X Y
M m N s pr # prU M m N . .O 2 1 OX X= YS
 .This definition can be derived from 2.3 if we consider N as a bimodule in
the canonical way.
PROPOSITION 2.5. The tensor product of bimodules is associati¨ e and
w xsatisfies MacLane's pentagon axiom 11 .
Proof. We will consider the most difficult case, namely the tensor
product of three bimodules. Let X , X , X , X be S-schemes of finite1 2 3 4
 4type. For I ; 1, . . . , 4 denote by X the product = X over S and forI ig I i
 4 JI ; J ; 1, . . . , 4 let pr be the natural projection X ª X . Let MI J I i, iq1
 .be an O -central O y O -bimodule. Then M m M m M is byS X X 12 O 23 O 34i iq1 X X2 3
definition
pr13#4 pr134* pr12#3 pr123* M m pr123* M m pr134* M . 2.4 . /14 13 13 12 12 O 23 23 O 34 34 /X X123 134
From base change for the pullback
6
X X1234 123
66 6
XX 13134
it follows that
pr134* pr12#3 s pr123#4 pr1234*13 13 134 123
 .hence 2.4 becomes
pr13#4 pr123#4 pr1234* pr123* M m pr123* M m pr134* M /14 134 123 12 12 O 23 23 O 34 34 /X X123 134
s pr13#4 pr123#4 pr1234* M m pr1234* M m pr134* M . /14 134 12 12 O 23 23 O 34 34 /X X1234 134
2.5 .
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1234  .Applying the projection formula for pr yields that 2.5 is equal to134
pr13#4 pr123#4 pr1234* M m pr1234* M m pr1234* pr134* M /14 134 12 12 O 23 23 O 134 34 34 /X X1234 1234
s pr123#4 pr1234* M m pr1234* M m pr1234* M . /14 12 12 O 23 23 O 34 34X X1234 1234
A similar commutation shows that we get the same result if we start from
 . M m M m M . This yields a natural isomorphism between M12 O 23 O 34 12X X2 3
. .  .m M m M and M m M m M . An easy, but very tediousO 23 O 34 12 O 23 O 34X X X X2 3 2 3
verification shows that this isomorphism satisfies the pentagon axiom.
PROPOSITION 2.6. The tensor product of bimodules is right exact.
Proof. This is left to the reader.
Remark 2.7. Bimodules on schemes have many properties which are
similar to the affine case. Examples of this are Propositions 2.5, 2.6. Proofs
of such statements are routine, and in the sequel we will often omit them.
Also all kinds of compatibilities will be used implicitly. An example of such
a compatibility is the easily verified fact that the left module structure of a
tensor product of two bimodules does not depend on the right module
structure of the second one.
 .LEMMA 2.8. 1 Assume that there is a diagram of finite maps
J
V
6 6
ba
YXH
where H, J are respecti¨ ely quasi-coherent O and O -modules. ThenX V
H m J s a*H m J .O a b a O bX V
 .recall that H is really H .i d id
 .2 Assume that there is a diagram of finite maps
H J
V W
6 6 6
gba d
6
YX Z
where H, J are respecti¨ ely quasi-coherent O and O -modules. ThenV W
H m J s prU H m prU J . .a b O g d a ( pr 1 O 2Y 1 V= W d ( prY 2
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Proof. We prove the second statement. In order to be able to write
down the various maps we rename X, Y, Z, V, W as X , X , X , X , X1 2 3 4 5
and we write the projections X = X ª X , X as p, q.4 X 5 4 52
So we have the diagram
X = XX 2
6
4 5
p q
6
X X
6 6 6 6
4 5
gba d
X X X1 2 3
Then H m J is by definitiona b O g dX 2
pr12#3 pr123* a , b #H m pr123* g , d # J . 2.6 .  .  . /13 12 O 23X 123
Using base change for the pullback
pr4346X X = X4 4 3
6
 . . a , b =1a , b
1236 pr126 X = X = XX = X 1 2 31 2
 .we see that 2.6 is equal to
pr12#3 a , b = 1 #pr43* H m pr123* g , d # J . 2.7 .  .  . . /13 4 O 23X 123
 .Applying the projection formula to 2.7 yields
pr12#3 a , b = 1 # pr 43* H m a , b = 1 *pr123* g , d # J .  .  . .  . /13 4 O 23X43
s a = 1 # pr 43* H m b = 1 * g , d # J . .  .  . /4 OX43
Now using base change for
 .p , d ( q
6X = X X = X4 3 4 X 5
6
2
qb=1
6 .g , d
6X = X X2 3 5
we may further simplify to
a = 1 # pr 43* H m p , d ( q #q* J .  . /4 OX43
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 .and using the projection formula for p, d ( q this is equal to
a = 1 # p , d ( q # p , d ( q *pr43* H m q* J .  .  . /4 OX =X X4 2 5
s a ( p , d ( q # p*H m q* J . .  .OX =X X4 2 5
Now we discuss stalks of bimodules at generic points of irreducible
schemes. If M is an O -central O y O -bimodule with X, Y irreducibleS X Y
with generic points h, z then the stalks of M at h and z are the
corresponding stalks of the left and right module structure of M. That is,
U;XM s lim M U = Y .h S6
open
V;XM s lim M X = V . .z S6
open
LEMMA 2.9. Assume that X s Y and let M be an O -central O y O -S X X
bimodule. Then M and M are canonically isomorphic.h z
Proof. Of course, here h s z . So the notations M , M only serve toh z
distinguish left and right.
We will construct the isomorphism in the case that M is coherent. The
general case follows by taking direct limits. Let Z s Supp M. The projec-
tion maps pr : Z ª X are finite and in particular closed. We consider M1, 2
as a sheaf on Z. Thus
M s lim M U = X .h SU;X6
U open
s lim M U = X l Z . .SU;X6
U open
and by symmetry
M s lim X = V l Z . . .z SV;X6
V open
To show that these two directed systems are cofinal we need
;U ; X open: 'V ; X open: X = V l Z ; U = X 2.8 .  .S S
and a symmetric statement with U and V interchanged.
 .Given U we may find V satisfying 2.8 by
y1V s X y pr Z y pr U . .2 1
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LEMMA 2.10. Let X, h, S be as in the pre¨ious lemma. Assume that M , N
are two O -central O -bimodules. ThenS X
M m N s M m N . .hX h F  X . h
Proof. This is left to the reader.
Now we discuss pullbacks of bimodules under closed immersions. Let M
be an O -centralizing O y O bimodule and let a : X 9 ª X, b : Y 9 ª YS X Y
 .be closed immersions. Then a , b * M is the pullback of M under the
 .  .product map a , b : X 9 = Y 9 ª X = Y. One verifies that a , b * M isS S
an O y O -bimodule.X 9 Y 9
 .However, in general the left module structure on a , b * M will not be
the same as the pullback of the left module structure on M under a . That
is, in general, the natural map
a*pr # M ª pr # a , b * M .1 1
is not an isomorphism. A similar statement holds for right module struc-
tures:
b *pr # M ª pr # a , b * M .2 2
is in general not an isomorphism.
The case where both these arrows are isomorphisms represents a
particularly desirable situation which we now investigate further.
DEFINITION 2.11. Let a , b , M be as above. We say that M is adapted
 .to a , b if
M m O g O -mod 2.9 .O a  X 9.= Y a  X 9.= b Y 9.X= Y S SS
M m O g O -mod. 2.10 .O X= b Y 9. a  X 9.= b Y 9.X= Y S SS
 .PROPOSITION 2.12. If M is adapted to a , b then the canonical maps
a*pr # M ª pr # a , b * M .1 1
b *pr # M ª pr # a , b * M .2 2
are isomorphisms.
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 .Proof. Assume that M is adapted to a , b . We look at the diagram
X 9 = Y 9S
6 6
 .1, b  .a , 1
X = Y 9X 9 = Y SS
66 6 6
pr pr .a , 11 2
 .1, b
X = Y Y 9X 9 S
666
pr pr b1 2a 6
X Y
The two lower squares are pullbacks. Thus
a*pr # M s pr # a , 1 * M . .1 1
 .By hypothesis, a , 1 * M is an O -module. Hencea  X 9.= b Y 9.S
a*pr # M s pr # 1, b # 1, b * a , 1 * M .  .  .1 1
s pr # a , b * M . .1
The fact that the other map is an isomorphism is proved in a similar
way.
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let a , b , X, Y, X 9, Y 9, . . . be as abo¨e
 .  .1 The category of O -central O y O -bimodules, adapted to a , b isS X Y
closed under quotients and direct sums.
 .2 Assume that M is adapted to a , b and let N ; M be a submodule
such that the maps
a*pr # N ª a*pr # M1 1
b *pr # N ª b *pr # M2 2
 .  .are injections, then N is also adapted to a , b and the map a , b *N ª
 . a , b * M is injecti¨ e. The point of this result is that it gi¨ es a criterion solely
.in terms of the left and right module structures on N.
 .3 Assume that g : Z9 ª Z is a third closed immersion and N is an
 .O -central O y O -bimodule such that M is adapted to a , b and N isS Y Z
 .  .adapted to b , g . Then M m N is adapted to a , g andOY
a , g * M m N s a , b * M m b , g *N . 2.11 .  .  .  . .O OY Y 9
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 .Proof. 1 This is clear.
 .2 We use base change for the square
pr16X 9 X 9 = YS
6
a  .a , 1
6pr16X X = YS
 .  .Thus pr # a , 1 *N ª pr # a , 1 * M is injective.1 1
 .  .Now a , 1 *N and a , 1 * M are O -modules, and since pr # is fullyX 9= Y 1S
 .  .faithful, we obtain that a , 1 *N ª a , 1 * M is injective.
 .Now by hypothesis a , 1 * M is in O -mod and hence the sameX 9=b Y 9.
 .  .  .holds for a , 1 *N. But then 2.9 is true for N. The proof that 2.10 is true
is similar.
 .  .To show that a , b *N ª a , b * M is injective we may apply the
faithful functor pr #. But then it follows from the fact that by hypothesis1
a*pr # N ª a*pr # M is injective.1 1
 .3 We have to show first that
a , 1 * M m N .  .OY
is an O y O -bimodule, and thatX 9 g Z9.
1, g * M m N .  .OY
is an O y O -bimodule.a  X 9. Z9
We prove the first claim. We have to compute
a , 1 *pr # pr* M m prU N . 2.12 .  . .13 12 O 23X= Y= ZS S
Looking at the pullback diagram
 .a , 1 , 1 6
X 9 = Y = Z X = Y = ZS S S S
6
pr pr13 13
6 .a , 1 6
X 9 = Z X = ZS S
 .yields that 2.12 is equal to
pr # a , 1, 1 * prU M m prU N .  .13 12 O 23X= Y= ZS S
s pr # a , 1, 1 *prU M m a , 1, 1 *prU N .  . /13 12 O 23X 9= Y= ZS S
s pr # prU a , 1 * M m prU N . 2.13 .  . /13 12 O 23X 9= Y= ZS S
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U  .  .Now by hypothesis pr a , 1 * M is an O -module. So 2.13 is12 X 9= b Y 9.= ZS S
equal to
pr # prU a , 1 * M m O m prU N . /13 12 O X 9= b Y 9.= z O 23X 9= b Y 9.= Z S S X 9= Y=ZS S S
s pr # prU a , 1 * M m prU O m N . .  . /13 12 O 23 b Y 9.= Z O zX 9= b Y 9.= Z S Y=S S S
2.14 .
Now by hypothesis O N is an O -module. This yieldsb Y 9.= Zm b Y 9.= g Z9.S O SY= ZS .easily that 2.14 is an O -module.X 9= g Z9.S
 .The formula 2.11 is proved by a similar computation.
We conclude with the following observation.
PROPOSITION 2.14. Assume that we ha¨e finite S-maps
Z
6 6
u ¨
YX
y1  . y1  .and let a : X 9 ª X, b : Y 9 ª Y be as abo¨e. If u a X 9 s ¨ b Y 9
 .scheme theoretically then any bimodule of the form H with H a quasi-u ¨
coherent O -module is adapted to a , b.V
y1  .Furthermore put Z9 s u a X 9 and let g 9: Z9 ª Z be the inclusion map.
 .  .Let u9: Z9 ª X 9, ¨ 9: Z9 ª Y 9 be induced by u and ¨. Then a , b * Hu ¨
 .s g*H .u9 ¨ 9
Proof. This is clear.
3. BIMODULE ALGEBRAS
Throughout X will be of finite type over a noetherian base scheme S.
Unless specified otherwise all O -bimodules are O -symmetric.X S
 .DEFINITION 3.1. 1 An O -bimodule algebra B is an algebra in theX
category of O -bimodules. That is, there is a unit map 1: O ª B and aX X
product map m: B m B ª B, satisfying the usual compatibilities.OX
 .  .2 A left B-module M is a quasi-coherent O -module, togetherX
with a left O -linear multiplication map m : B m M ª M again satisfy-X M OX
ing the usual compatibilities. The corresponding category will be denoted
by B-qch.
Right and two-sided B-modules are defined similarly.
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 .Remark 3.2. 1 It is clear that B-qch is an abelian category.
 .2 The reader should note that a bimodule algebra is not a local
 .notion. That is, if U ; X is open then B U does not in general carry an
algebra structure. A similar remark holds for B-modules.
 .3 It is, just as in the case of O -bimodules, easy to see that theX
forgetful functor of B-bimodules to left B-modules is exact and faithful.
A useful construction is twisting a bimodule algebra. Let Z be an
w xinvertible O -bimodule, as defined in 6 . That is, there exists a bimoduleX
Z9 such that Z m Zy1 ( O , Zy1 m Z ( O . ThenX X X X
B9 s Z m B m Zy1O OX X
is also a bimodule algebra and the functor
M ¬ Z m MOX
defines an equivalence between B-qch and B9-qch.
DEFINITION 3.3. A B-module is coherent if there exists a coherent
O -module M together with a surjective map B m M ª M in B-qch.X 0 O 0X
The justification of this definition is given by Proposition 3.5 below,
which depends upon the following lemma.
 .LEMMA 3.4 ``Change of Rings'' . There is an isomorphism between
Hom B m M , N .B O 0X
and
Hom M , N .O 0X
 .gi¨ en by sending f g Hom B m M , N to the compositionB O 0X
f( 1mid6 6 6
M O m M B m M N .0 X O 0 O 0X X
 .The in¨erse is gi¨ en by sending g g Hom M , N to the compositionO 0X
m1mg N6 6
B m M B m N N .O 0 OX X
PROPOSITION 3.5. B is left noetherian that is, noetherian in the category
.of left B-modules if and only if e¨ery left ideal in B is coherent.
Proof. Assume that B is left noetherian and let I ; B be a left ideal
that is not coherent. We construct a strictly ascending chain 0 s I n0
I n ??? of coherent ideals in I.1
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Assume that I has been constructed. Since I is coherent, I / I .k k k
Now I and IrI are by definition quasi-coherent O -modules, so wek X
may find a coherent O -module J ; I such that the composition J ª I ªX
IrI is non-zero. Thus there exists an elementk
f g Hom B m J , I s Hom J , I . .B O OX X
mapping to a non-zero element of
Hom B m J , IrI s Hom J , IrI . . .B O k O kX X
We put I s I q im f. Then by construction I is coherent andkq1 k kq1
I q I .kq1 k
Assume now conversely that every ideal in B is coherent and that
I ; I ; I ??? is an ascending chain of B-ideals. Put I s D I . By0 1 2 i i
hypothesis I is coherent and hence there exists a surjective map f :
B m J ª I, with J coherent. This corresponds to a map J ª I inOX
O -qch. Since J is coherent this map must factor through some J ª I andX k
hence f itself factors through I . Since f is surjective, we obtain I s I.k k
 .PROPOSITION 3.6. 1 Quotients of coherent B-modules are coherent.
 .2 Extensions of coherent B-modules are coherent.
 .3 Assume that either X is affine or that B is right flat o¨er O . If B isX
left noetherian then submodules of coherent B-modules are coherent.
 .4 If B is left noetherian then a B-module is noetherian if and only if it
is coherent.
Remark 3.7. The restrictions on B in the third statement in the above
proposition are rather unfortunate and can probably be removed, although
I don't see how to do this.
 .Proof of Proposition 3.6. 1 This is trivial.
 .2 Let
0 ª M 9 ª M ª M 0 ª 0
be an exact sequence of B-modules with M 9, M 0 coherent. So there are
surjective maps B m M X ª M , B m M Y ª M with M X , M Y coherentO 0 O 0 0 0X X
O -modules. We may lift M Y to a coherent O -module M ; M , mappingX 0 X 0
Y  X .surjectively to M . Then M is a quotient of B m M [ M .0 O 0 0X
 .3 It suffices to prove this for coherent modules of the form B mOX
M with M a coherent O -module.0 0 X
Let C be the class of coherent O -modules such that for M g C oneX 0
 .  .has that every submodule of B m M is coherent. Then 1 and 2O 0X
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imply that C is closed under quotients and extensions. Furthermore by
Proposition 3.5, O g C. If X is affine then this implies that C s O -coh.X X
If B is right flat then it is easily seen that C is also closed under taking
submodules. Then it is an easy exercise, left to the reader, to show that C
contains again all coherent O -modules.X
 .4 In a non-coherent B-module M one may construct a strictly
ascending chain of submodules, exactly as in the proof of Proposition 3.5.
Hence noetherian implies coherent.
Conversely let M be coherent and let there be an ascending chain
 .M ; ??? ; M ; ??? . Then by 3 , N s D M is coherent. But then as in0 i
the proof of Proposition 3.5, some M must be equal to N.i
COROLLARY 3.8. If B is left noetherian and either X is affine or B is
right flat then the category of coherent B-modules is abelian. We denote it by
B-coh.
Let M , N be respectively O y O and O y O -bimodules. Then thereX Y Y Z
 .  .  .is a natural map G M m G N ª G M m N defined as the compo-O Y . OY
sition
G M m G N .  .O Y .
def
s M X = Y m N Y = Z .  .S O Y . S
prU mprU12 23 U U6 pr M X = Y = Z m pr N X = Y = Z .  .12 S S O  X= Y= Z . 23 S SS S
ª prU M m prU N X = Y = Z . .12 O 23 S SX= Y= ZS S
s pr # prU M m prU N X = Z . .13 12 O 23 SX= Y= ZS S
def
s G M m N . .OY
 .Thus if B is an O -bimodule algebra and B s G B then taking globalX
sections induces a multiplication map B m B ª B. Similarly the unitO S .
map 1: O ª B defines a unit element 1 g B. It is easily verified that inX
 .this way B becomes an O S -algebra.
 .Similarly if M is a B-module then M s G M is a B-module. This
defines a functor G: B-qch ª B-mod. There is a functor in the other
direction sending M to B m M. Here B m M is the sheaf associated toB B
 .the presheaf U ¬ B U m M.B
The functors G and B m y are adjoint. That is,B
Hom M , G N s Hom B m M , N .  . .B B B
for all M g B-mod and M g B-qch.
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4. GRADED BIMODULE ALGEBRAS
All above constructions may be graded. A graded O -bimodule algebraX
B is an O -bimodule algebra, equipped with a decomposition [ B asX nng Z
O -bimodules such that m s [m with m mapping B m B ªX m , n m , n m O nX
 .B and with 1 O ; B .mq n X 0
Similarly, a graded B-module M is equipped with a decomposition
 .  .M s [M and m s [ m with m : B m M ª M .n M M m , n M m , n m n mqnm , n
We may define graded noetherian, graded coherent, etc., in the same
way as the corresponding ungraded notions. However, the standard argu-
w xments 12 show that most of the time the graded notions are equivalent
with the ungraded ones, so in this paper we will usually talk about
noetherian, coherent, etc., dropping the adjective ``graded.''
The category of graded B-modules will be denoted by B-Gr and the
 .full subcategory of coherent objects if B is left noetherian will be
denoted by B-gr. Similarly if B is a graded ring then B-Gr and B-gr
denote respectively the categories of graded and finitely generated graded
B-modules.
The categories B-Gr and B-Gr are equipped with the shift functor; e.g.,
 .  .if M g B-Gr then M n is graded with M n s M .m mqn
5. PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY
In this section we impose some natural conditions on X and B coming
from algebraic geometry. That is, we assume
 .1 The base scheme S is equal to the spectrum of an algebraically
closed field F.
 .2 X is proper of finite type over F.
 .3 B is graded of the form
O [ B [ B [ ??? .X 1 2
 .4 B is left noetherian.
 .5 The category of coherent left B-module is abelian. This holds in
 .particular if B is right flat over O see Corollary 3.8 .X
Note that these conditions imply that all B are coherent over O . Moren X
generally for any coherent graded B-module M one has that all M aren
coherent O -modules.X
We say that a coherent graded B-module M is torsion if M s 0 forn
n 4 0. The corresponding category is denoted by ``tors.'' The closure
under direct limits in B-Gr of tors is denoted by Tors.
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If B is a graded ring of the form F [ B [ B [ ??? then we define tors,1 2
Tors ; B-gr as above, but with coherent replaced by finitely generated.
w xFinally we introduce, as in 3 , QGr and qgr as an abbreviation for
GrrTors and grrtors.
w xAn important notion, suggested by 8, Theorem III.3.1 , for comparing
 .B and B s G B is defined below.
 .DEFINITION 5.1. We say that a sequence B of coherent O bimod-n n X
ules is ample if for any coherent O -module one has that for n 4 0,X
q .B m M is generated by global sections and H X, B m M s 0 forn O n OX X
q ) 0.
Now we state and prove the main result of this section.
 .THEOREM 5.2. Let B be as abo¨e in particular B is left noetherian and
 .  .assume that B is an ample sequence. Then B s G B is noetherian andn n
there are in¨erse equi¨ alences
Bm yB 6
6B-QGr B-QGr. .G y
Moreo¨er under these equi¨ alences B-qgr corresponds to B-qgr.
Remark 5.3. Note that we do not claim that B satisfies the condition
w xx 3, Definition 3.7 . In fact there is no reason why x should hold, as can1 1
already be seen in the case that X is a point and B s B is one of the rings
w xoccurring in 20 .
Similar examples can be made by letting X be a projective curve and
 . nB s L where L is a line bundle on X and s is a fixed automor-n 1 n s n
w xphism of X. See 2 .
wThis shows that although Theorem 5.2 is closely related to 3, Theorem
x5.2 , it does not quite follow from it.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. The following proof is an adaptation of the proof
w xof 6, Theorem 3.12 . The result follows from Step 12 and Corollaries 2]5.
Step 1. If M is a coherent B-module then for n 4 0, M is generatedn
q .by global sections and for q G 1, H X, M g B-Gr is finite dimensional.
Since by hypothesis B is left noetherian we may construct a resolution
??? ª B m M 1. ª B m M 0. ª M ª 0O OX X
with the M  i., coherent, graded O -modules.X
Since X has finite cohomological dimension it suffices to show that for
 i. qn 4 0, B m M is generated by global sections and H X, B mn O n OX X i..  .M s 0 for q G 1. But this follows precisely from the fact that B isn n
an ample sequence.
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 .COROLLARY 1. G y defines an exact functor form B-QGr to B-QGr.
This follows from Step 1 by taking direct limits.
Step 2. Let M be a coherent B-module and let m g N be such that
for n G m, M is generated by global sections such an m exists by Stepn
.1 . Then the induced maps
B m G M ym [ ??? [ B m G M ym y k ª M .  .  .  . .  .F m F mqk
have torsion cokernel for k 4 0.
This follows from the fact that B is left noetherian.
 .Step 3. Assume that M is a coherent B-module. Then G M is a
finitely generated B-module.
According to Step 2 there exists a map P ª M with torsion cokernel,
and with P a finite sum of shifts of B. Now according to Step 1,
 .  .  .G P ª G M has finite cokernel. But G P is a sum of shifts of B and it
 .follows that G M is finitely generated.
 .COROLLARY 2. G y sends B-qgr to B-qgr.
Step 4. Assume that M is in B-gr. Then B m M is in B-gr.B
Proof. This follows by the fact that M is a quotient of a finite direct
sum of shifts of B, and right exactness of B m y .B
COROLLARY 3. B m y maps B-qgr to B-qgr.B
 .Step 5. Let M g B-Gr. Then the canonical map M ª G B m M hasB
torsion kernel and cokernel.
We write M as a quotient
P ª P ª M ª 0,1 0
where the P are direct sums of shifts of B. Then we can construct a0, 1
diagram
6 6 6
P P M 01 0
6 6 6 666
G B m M 0G B m PG B m P  . . . BB 0B 1
By inspection the left and the middle vertical arrows are isomorphisms.
From Corollary 1 it follows that the bottom row is exact modulo torsion.
Hence the right vertical map is an isomorphism modulo torsion.
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Step 6. If T is a torsion B-module then B m T is torsion.B
Since B m y commutes with direct limits, it suffices to prove this for TB
finite dimensional. But then it suffices to prove it for F. To prove it for F
it suffices to prove it for one particular non-zero finite dimensional T since
F is a quotient of every such T.
By Step 2 we may construct a map with non-zero torsion cokernel
P ª B, 5.1 .
where P is a direct sum of shifts of B. Let T be the cokernel of the map
 .  .G P ª G B . By Step 1, T is finite dimensional.
B m y is right exact and soB
B m G P ª B m G B ª B m T ª 0 .  .B B B
is exact.
 .  .  .Now B m G P s P, B m G B s B. Comparing with 5.1 yieldsB B
 .that B m T s coker P ª B which is torsion.B
 .Step 7. If M g B-Gr and if G M is torsion then M is torsion.
Again it suffices to assume that M is coherent. Thanks to Step 2 we may
construct an exact sequence, up to torsion
P ª P ª M ª 0, 5.2 .1 0
where P , P are finite sums of shifts of B. So in fact we have an exact0 1
sequence of the form
coker P ª P ª M ª torsion ª 0. 5.3 .  .1 0
 .  .Corollary 1 implies that, after applying G y , 5.2 remains exact up to
  .  ..torsion. So by hypothesis coker G P ª G P is torsion. But then by1 0
  .  ..  .Step 6, B m coker G P ª G P s coker P ª P is torsion. ThenB 1 0 1 0
 .5.3 shows what we want.
Step 8. If M ª N is a map in B-Gr with torsion kernel then the kernel
of B m M ª B m N is also torsion.B B
 .  .Let K s ker B m M ª B m N . Applying G y and Step 5 yieldsB B
 .that G K is torsion. Hence by Step 7, K is torsion.
COROLLARY 4. B m y defines an exact functorB
B-QGr ª B-QGr
 .which is a left in¨erse to G y .
This follows from Steps 6, 7, 8.
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 .Step 9. Let M g B-Gr. Then the canonical map B m G M ª M hasB
torsion kernel and cokernel.
We may assume that M is coherent. Thanks to Step 2 there exists a
complex
P ª P ª M ª 01 0
with torsion homology, where P , P are finite sums of shifts of B. Now1 0
 .B m G P ª P are isomorphisms by inspection.B 0, 1 0, 1
 .Hence the same holds for the maps B m G M ª M because G andB
 .B m y are exact modulo torsion Corollaries 1 and 4 .B
 .COROLLARY 5. B m y is also a right in¨erse to G y .B
Step 10. B is finitely generated.G1
 .Since B s G B this follows from Step 3.G1 G1
Step 11. Assume that there is an exact sequence in B-Gr
0 ª M9 ª M ª M0 ª 0
with M finitely generated and M0 torsion. Then M9 is finitely generated.
Since M is finitely generated, the same is true for M0. Hence M0 is
finite-dimensional. Therefore there exists k such that B k M ; M9. It isG1
easy to see that M9rB k M ; MrBk M is finite dimensional.G1 G1
Now since M is finitely generated, the same holds for B k M by Step 10.G1
Hence M9 is also finitely generated.
Step 12. B is left noetherian.
 .Let I ; B be a graded left ideal and let J s im B m I ª B . TakingB
global sections yields maps
I ª G B m I ª G J ¨ B. .  .B
  ..Now by Step 5, coker I ª G B m I is torsion and by Corollary 1,B
  .  ..  .coker G B m I ª G J is torsion. Hence G J rI is torsion. Since BB
 .is left noetherian, J is coherent and hence by Step 3, G J is finitely
generated. Then by Step 11, I is finitely generated.
6. BIMODULE ALGEBRAS ASSOCIATED
TO SKLYANIN ALGEBRAS
6.1. Sklyanin Algebras. In this section we recall the definition and some
properties of the r-dimensional Sklyanin algebras. Although the results will
only be applied in the case r s 4, we feel that no clarity would be gained
by making this restriction already at this point. So here r will be an
arbitrary integer, greater than or equal to three.
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Let E be an fixed elliptic curve over our algebraically closed ground
 .field F, let s : E ª E be a translation by an element t g J E , and let L
0 .be an invertible sheaf of E of degree r. Put V s H E, L , a vectorspace
of dimension r.
In order to reduce possible confusion below, the projection maps E = E
ª E will in this special situation be denoted by p . We use the notation1, 2
L G L for pU L m pU L . If p , r are automorphisms on E then on1 O 2E= E
w x  .   .  ..E = E we denote by p , r the map p, q ¬ p p , r q . Let D ; E = E
w xbe the diagonal. Then G s 1, p D is the graph of the automorphism pp
of E.
 y1 . 0 . ry2 y2Define L 9 s s * L , V 9 s H E, L 9 , p s s , u s s .
w x  .There is an isomorphism 22 determined up to a scalar
w y1 xf : 1, u * L 9 G L9 m O yD ª L G L m O yG . .  . .O O pE= E E=E
0  ..  .Now H E = E, L 9 G L 9 m O yD contains the r r y 1 r2-OE= E
dimensional subspace H2 V 9, spanned by the sections of the form x m y y
y m x; x, y g V 9.
 .This yields a canonical r r y 1 r2-dimensional subspace inside
H 0 E = E, L G L m O yG ; H 0 E = E, L G L s V m V .  . .O pE= E
given by
w y1 x 2R s f 1, u * H V 9 . . .
w xAccording to 14 , R is the space of quadratic relations defining the
 .  .Sklyanin algebra A E, s , L s TVr R , where TV is the tensor algebra
of V.
w xIn 22 the following result was proved.
 .THEOREM 6.1.1. Let A s A E, s , L . Then
 .1 A has the Hilbert series of a polynomial ring in r ¨ariables.
 .2 A is Koszul.
 .3 A is Noetherian.
 .4 A satisfies the Auslander condition.
 .5 A is Cohen-Macaulay.
For the definition of ``Cohen-Macaulay'' and the `` Auslander condition'' the
w xreader is referred to 10 .
w x  .Now, as in 22 we assume that L s O d where d is a divisor on E. If
 .we define d9 s s d then L 9 s O d9 . We see that the isomorphism f,
defined above, is now multiplication with a rational function h on E = E
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such that
d = E q E = d y G q h s d9 = E q E = u d9 y G . .  .p u
0Now let f be a rational function on E = E contained in H E = E,
 .. O d = E q E = d s V m V. Then it is easy to see see the proof of
w x.22, Proposition 4.3.2 that f g R if and only if
;z g E : f z , p z s 0 .
6.1 .y1 y1;w , z g E : hf u w , z q hf u z , w s 0. .  .  .  .
In characteristic different from two the second condition alone is already
sufficient, but we won't use this.
 .Put A s A E, s , L . A graded A-module M is linear of dimension l if
it is generated in degree zero and has the same Hilbert series as a
polynomial ring in l variables. Linear modules of dimensions 1, 2, and 3
are respectively called point, line, and plane modules.
w xIn 21, 22 it is shown that one may associate linear modules to effective
 .divisors. Let D be an effective divisor of degree l on E with O D \ L .
0  .. 0 .Then W s H E, L yD ; H E, L s A is a subvector space of di-1
 .  .mension r y l and we put M D s ArAW. Then M D is a linear left
 .module for A. Similarly M D s ArWA is a linear right module for A.r
6.2. A Computation. In this section we introduce a few notations and
we compute certain fiber products. Since the results are rather intuitive
and probably well known the reader is advised, on first reading, to go
directly to Subsection 6.3.
In this section E is a smooth curve over the algebraically closed base
field F, but the results will only be applied in the case that E is an elliptic
curve. l will be some positive integer.
l  .   .m l.SlLet X s S E. If E is affine then O E is defined as O E where Sl
is the lth symmetric group, acting naturally. The general case follows by
gluing. It is well known that SlE is smooth.
Let Y s E = Sly1E, Y s E2 = Sly2E. By c : Eaqc = SbycE ª Ea =2
SbE we denote the natural map obtained from the inclusion of structure
sheaves.
We define maps d : Y ª Y = Y, e : Y ª Y = Y as follows: d is theF 2 F
 .  .   .  ..diagonal map y ¬ y, y and e y s c y , c v y where v : Y ª Y2 2
ly2 .  .sends y , y , y to y , y , y . Put D s D = S E ; Y .0 1 2 1 0 2 2
 .PROPOSITION 6.2.1. 1 The maps d , e are closed immersions.
 .2 The canonical inclusion Y = Y ¨ Y = Y identifies Y = Y withX F X
im d j im e .
 .  .3 im d l im e s e D , scheme-theoretically.
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Proof. Step 1. It is clear that d is a closed immersion, so we concen-
 .   .trate on e . According to the definition e y , y , y s y , c y , y , y ,0 1 2 0 1 2 1
 .. 2  ly2 .2c y , y . So e is, up to permuting the factors of E = S E , given by0 2
 .  .  .the composition of y , y , y ¬ y , y , y , y with a , a , where a :0 1 2 0 2 1 2
ly2 ly1  .   ..E = S E ª E = S E: y , y ¬ y , c y , y . Since the first map is0 2 0 0 2
obviously a closed immersion, it suffices to show that a is a closed
immersion. This follows from the following lemma.
SUBLEMMA. Let A be a commutati¨ e F-algebra and let a* be the compo-
sition of
S S Sl ly1 ly1m l m ly1. m ly1.A m A ª A m A m A ª A m A , .  .  .
 ml.Sl  m ly1..Sly 1where the first map is obtained from the inclusion A ¨ A m A
and the second from the multiplication A m A ª A. Then a* is a surjection.
l  m l.SlProof. If V is an F-vectorspace then S V s V is, as an F-
vectorspace, generated by the symmetrizations of the elements
a m ??? m a m b m ??? m b m ??? m c m ??? m c ,^ ` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _
u u u1 2 t
where l s u q ??? qu , u ) 0. By symmetrization we mean a sum over1 t i
S rS = ??? = S .l u u1 t
To prove the lemma it suffices to prove that 1 m Sly1A is in the image
of a*.
Let u q ??? qu F l y 1, u ) 0. We work with the following induction1 t 1
hypothesis.
 .Hyp u , . . . , u . For all a, b, . . . , c g A the symmetrization of1 t
a m ??? m a m b m ??? m b m ??? m c m ??? m c m 1 m ??? m 1 ,1 m^ ` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _
u u u l y 1 y u y ??? yu1 2 t 1 t
is in the image of a*.
Clearly the hypothesis is true for t s 0. Assume now that the hypothesis
is true for
u y 1, u , . . . , u1 2 t
u , u y 1, . . . , u1 2 t
...
u , u , . . . , u y 11 2 t
 .if u y 1 s 0 then we drop it . Then we claim that it is true for u , . . . , u .i 1 t
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 ml.SlTo this end we look at the image of the element of A m A given
by
1 m Symmetrization
= a m ??? m a m b m ??? m b m ??? m c m ??? m c m1 m ??? m 1.^ ` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _
u u u1 2 t
which is a sum of the form
a m Symmetrization
= a m ??? m a m b m ??? m b m ??? m c m ??? m c m1 m ??? m 1.^ ` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _
u y 1 u u1 2 t
qb m Symmetrization
= a m ??? m a m b m ??? m b m ??? m c m ??? m c m1 m ??? m 1.^ ` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _
u u y 1 u1 2 t
...
qc m Symmetrization
= a m ??? m a m b m ??? m b m ??? m c m ??? m c m1 m ??? m 1.^ ` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _
u u u y 11 2 t
q1 m Symmetrization
= a m ??? m a m b m ??? m b m ??? m c m ??? m c m1 m ??? m 1 ..^ ` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _
u u u1 2 t
By induction, all but the last terms are already in the image of a*. But
then the last one is also in the image.
Step 2. Now we show that Y = Y is reduced. This follows from theX
wfact that Y and X are smooth and c is finite. Therefore c is flat 1, V,
xCorollary 3.6 . Hence O is a torsion free O -module. Conse-Y= Y XX
 .  .  .quently O ¨ O m F X s F Y m F Y .Y= Y Y= Y O F  X .X X X
 .  .  l.  .Now F Y rF X is a subextension of F E rF X and by definition
 .  l.Sl  l.  .  .  .F X s F E . So F E rF X is Galois and thus F Y rF X is sepa-
 .  .rable. This implies that F Y m F Y has no nilpotent elements. SoF  X .
Y = Y is reduced.X
Step 3. Since Y = Y is reduced, it suffices to compute the closedX
points of Y = Y, which lie in the image of Y = Y. This is the setX F
 .  .quadruples y s y , y , y , y with the property that c y , y s0 2 1 3 0 2
 .c y , y .1 3
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If y s y then y s y which means that y is in the image of d . If, on0 1 2 3
the other hand, y / y then there exists y g Sly2E such that y s0 1 4 2
 .  .c y , y , y s c y , y . Hence y g im e .1 4 3 0 4
 .Step 4. Now we prove that e D s im d l im e . It suffices to show that
for any commutative F-algebra R one has
e D R s d Y R l e Y R . .  .  . .  . . 2
Assume now that y , y , y are R-points. Then it is easy to see that if0 1 2
 .  .  .e y , y , y g im d one has y s y . Thus y , y , y g D R .0 1 2 0 1 0 1 2
6.3. Bimodule Algebras Associated to Linear Modules. In this section we
keep the notations of the previous sections. In particular we fix the
meaning of E, s , L , l, d as in Subsection 6.1. In order to avoid confusion
below let us specify once and for all that if X is a variety over F,
 .  .s g Aut X and f g F X then in accordance with the usual conventions,
 .  . y1s * f s f (s and s f s f (s .
 . lPut A s A E, s , L . Let X s S E as in Subsection 6.2. If y s
ly , . . . , y g S E then we may associate to y the divisor .1 l
D s y q ??? q y .  .y 1 l
on E. This defines a one-one correspondence between the F-points on
SlE and the effective divisors on E of degree l.
In this section we will construct a graded O -bimodule algebra BX
0 . ltogether with a map A ª H X, B such that for all y g S E one has
M D s H 0 X , F y m B . .  .r y OX
M D s H 0 X , B m F p y . . .  .y OX
Define ¨ : El ª El by
p y if i s 1 .i¨ y s . i  u y otherwise. .i
w x y1Note that in the notation of 22 one has ¨ s u . The map ¨ is also1
defined on Y and Y and will there be denoted by the same letter.2
U  y1 .Define H s p L s O p d where p : Y ª E is the projection on the1 1 1
first factor. Our main object of study will be the O -bimodule M s H .X c c ¨
 .Clearly G M is equal to V. Let T M s O [ M [ M m M m ??? be theX
 .tensor algebra of M. The isomorphism V s G M extends to a map
TV ª G T M . 6.2 .  .
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Now we will construct a sub-bimodule R ; M m M such that underOX
 .  .  .6.2 , R maps to G R . Then we put B s T Mr R , with obvious nota-
 .  .tions. Then 6.2 factors through a map h: A ª G B .
We adopt from now on the convention that Y = Y refers to the fiberX
product of
Y Y
6 cc 6
X
and Y =X Y to the fiber product ofX
Y Y
6c ¨ c6
X
To compute M m M we use the diagrammatic method of Section 2. TheOX
diagram
XY = YX
6 6 6.3 .YY
66 6
6c ¨c c ¨ c
X XX
may be completed to
 .   .  ..yª y , y c y , c v y ¤y¨ ¨6 6 6 6Y Y Y = Y Y YX
6
6 2 2e
6
d
Y Yy1
6 6
¨ =1
y1 X 6.4 .1¨ Y = YX
6
6
6
Y
6
Y
6 6
c ¨ c c ¨c
X X X
According to Proposition 6.2.1, d , e are closed immersions and Y = Y sX
 .im d j im e , im d l im e s e D .
 .The diagram 6.4 simplifies to
 .   .  ..yª y , ¨y c y , c v ¨y ¤yX6 6Y Y = Y YX
6
2a b6 6.5 .
Y Y
6 6 6
c ¨ c ¨c c
6
X X X
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Here a , b are still closed immersions, im a j im b s Y =X Y and im a lX
Xy1
Xim b s b ¨ D. On Y = Y there is an exact sequence of O -modulesX Y= YX
jiy1 6 6
X0 ª O yb ¨ D O O ª 0. 6.6 . .b Y . Y= Y a Y .2 X
Here j is given by the restriction map and i is the natural inclusion. If we
y1 .restrict 6.6 to the complement of b ¨ D then i is split by the restriction
map O ª O .Y 9= Y 9 b Y .X 2
 .By Lemma 2.8 2
M m M s U ,O c ( pr c ¨ ( prX 1 2
where U s prU H m prU H.X1 O 2YY= X
 .Tensoring 6.6 with U yields an exact sequence.
y10 ª U m O yb ¨ D ª U ª U m O ª 0 .X XO b Y . O a Y .Y YY= 2 Y=X X
which gives rise to a corresponding exact sequence of bimodules with
middle term U and with end termsc ( pr c ¨ ( pr1 2
U m O ( a*U . . c ¨ ( pr ( ac ( pr a Y . c ( pr ( a 2c ¨ ( pr1 12
( H m ¨*H 2 . c ¨c
( O d q py1d = Sly1E 2 . 6.7 .  . .c ¨c
Similarly
y1U m O yb ¨ D . /c ( pr b Y . c ¨ ( pr1 2
y1( b *U y¨ D .  . .c ( pr ( bc ( pr ( b 21
y1( c *H m v¨ *c *H m O y¨ D .  . .c c ¨ w
( O d = E q E = uy1 d y G y1 = Sly2E , 6.8 .  . . .c u p c ¨ w
w x y1where w s v¨v. In the notation of 22 , w s u .2
We put
} y1 ly1
2M m M s O d q p d = S E . .c ¨c
6.9 .
M m M s O d = E q E = uy1 d y G y1 = Sly2E . . . .c u p c ¨ w}
Localizing at h, the generic point of X yields a similar exact sequence of
 .F X -bimodules. Taking into account Lemma 2.10, and the canonical
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} .  .  .  .2isomorphisms M s F Y , M m M s F Y , M m Mh 1 ¨ * h 1 ¨ * }
 .s F Y , we obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows.1 2 ¨*w*
} 66 6 6
0 M m M M m M M m M 0 6.10 .
6 6 6
}
ji 666 6
2F Y 0F Y m F YF Y0  . .  . . ¨*¨* ¨*F  X .2 ¨*w*
The objects in the lower exact sequence are, strictly speaking, appropriate
 .constant sheaves, but we will identify these with ordinary F X -bimodules.
 .From the observations following 6.6 and the canonical isomorphisms
 .  .  .6.7 , 6.8 it follows that j is given by a*: a m b ¬ a¨* b and i is split by
 .  .b *: a m b ¬ a v¨ * b . Note that to increase readability we have sup-
pressed c * in the description of a* and b *.
 2 . 2Now let p g F E be the following rational function on E
h w , u z .
p z , w s . .
h z , u w .
A trite computation shows that
p s uy1 d y d = E q E = d y uy1 d q G y1 y G y1 . .  .  . .  . up u p
We consider p also as a function on Y s E2 = Sly2E by evaluating it on2
the first two factors.
 .  .Since v¨w s ¨wv, the map v : F Y ª F Y : a ¬ pv*a isÄ 2 ¨*w* 2 ¨*w*
 . 2F X -linear on both sides and satisfies v s 1. Furthermore a computa-Ä
 .tion with divisors, using 6.9 shows that v sends M m M to itself. WeÄ }
 .define R s ker v q id .Ä
The following lemma completes the construction of the algebra mor-
 .phism A ª G B .
 .LEMMA 6.3.1. Under the natural map V m V ª G M m M , the imageF OX
 .of R lies in G R .
Proof. We consider the elements of V as a rational function on
Y s E = Sly1E depending only on the first factor. Likewise elements of
V m V are considered as rational functions on Y s E2 = Sly2E.F 2
Step 1. The composition
}
R ª G M m M ª G M m M .  .
is zero.
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This follows from the fact that the composition
amb¬a¨ *b 6
2R ; V m V ª F Y m F Y F Y .  .  .¨* ¨* ¨*F F  X .
is zero since R vanishes on G .p
 .Step 2. By the previous step we know that R maps to G M m M . In
}
fact we have the following. Let f be the composition
R ª G M m M ª F Y . . . 2 ¨*w*}
Then, for f g R ; V m V, considered as a rational function on E = E, we
have
f f y , y , y s f y , u y . 6.11 .  .  .  .0 1 2 0 1
 .To prove this we use the explicit splitting of i in the diagram 6.10 . We
then have to compute the composition
 .amb¬a v ¨ *b 6
V m V ª F Y m F Y F Y . .  .  .¨* ¨*F  X . 2 ¨*w*
We claim that if f g V m V then under the above composition, f is sent to
 .the right hand side of 6.11 . It suffices to verify this for f s a m b. Then
a v¨ *b y , y , y s a y , y , y v¨ *b y , y , y .  .  .  .  . .  .0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
s a y b v¨ y , y , y .  .  . .0 0 1 2
s a y b u y s a m b y , u y . .  .  .  .0 1 0 1
  ..  .Step 3. If f g R then v f f s yf f . This is now a simple verifica-Ä
 .tion using 6.1 .
v f f y , y , y s p y , y v f f y , y , y .  .  .  .  . .  .Ä 0 1 2 0 1 0 1
s p y , y f f y , y , y .  .  .0 1 1 0 2
h y , u y .1 0s p y , y f y , u y s f y , u y .  .  .0 1 1 0 1 0h y , u y .0 1
s yf y , u y s yf f y , y , y . .  .  .0 1 0 1 2
6.4. The Connection with Linear Modules. We keep the notations of the
previous sections. We prove the following result.
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THEOREM 6.4.1. Let y g X. Then
M D s H 0 X , F y m B . .  .r y OX
M D s H 0 X , B m F p y . . .  .y OX
In particular B is, as a right and as a left O -module, a ¨ector bundle ofn X
l q n y 1 .rank .n
Proof. Step 1. Let h g X be the generic point of X and let B be theh
stalk at h. By Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10 it follows that this is an F-algebra, and
that it doesn't matter whether we take stalks on the left or on the right.
We will construct an F-algebra morphism
c : B ª H ,h l
where H is defined asl
l w xH s F E t , . . . , t .l 1 l
with relations
t f s u f t .j j j
t t s m t t ,j i i j i j
 l.  4where f g F E , i, j g 1, . . . , l , i / j,
u : El ª El : y , . . . , y ¬ uy1 y , . . . , py1 y , . . . , uy1 y .  .j 1 l 1 j l
 l.  .  .and m g F E , m y s p y , y .i j i j i j
w xIn 22 a similar algebra was defined,
l w xZ s F E t , . . . , t .l 1 l
with relations
t f s u f t .j j j
t t s t t l ,j i i j i j
where
l s u m . .i j i j
Here and below u , p : El ª El stand for the diagonal actions of u , p :
E ª E.
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The algebras H and Z are in fact isomorphic as F-algebras. Thel l
 .  l.isomorphism Z ª H is given by t ¬ t , f ¬ p f , for f g F E .l l i i
w xIn 22 there was also defined a F-algebra homomorphism f : A ª Zl l
l  .  .which sends a g V s A to  t y where for y g E , a y s a y . In this1 i i i i
section we work with H instead of with Z since it simplifies somel l
formulas.
To construct c , we need a description of B . Clearlyh
B s T M r R , .h F  X . h h
 .where M s F Y .h ¨*
 .  .Hence M m M s F Y m F Y and according to the dis-h F  X . h ¨* F  X . ¨*
 .  .cussion after 6.6 there is an isomorphism of F X -bimodules
 .a *, b * 6
2F Y m F Y F Y [ F Y .  .  .  .¨* ¨* ¨*F  X . 2 ¨*w*
 .and from the description of R in Subsection 6.3 it follows that f g F Y ¨*
 .m F Y will be in R iffF  X . ¨* h
a* f s 0 6.12 .  .
v b * f q b * f s 0. 6.13 .  .  . .Ä
For the computations below we record the following explicit descriptions
 .  .  .of a* and b *. Let f g F Y m F Y be a lifting of f g F Y mF ¨* F  X .
 . 2 ly1F Y and consider this f as a function on Y s E = S E = E =¨*
Sly1E. Then
a* f y , y s f y , y , p y , u y 6.14 .  .  .  .0 1 0 1 0 1
b * f y , y , y s f y , c y , y , u y , c p y , u y . 6.15 .  .  .  .  .  . .0 1 2 0 1 2 1 0 2
 .It suffices to check this for f s a m b. Now we define
c : El ª Y : y , . . . , y ¬ y , c y , . . . , y , . . . , y .  .Ã .i 1 l i 1 i l
and we construct a map
c : T M ª HF  X . h l
l<  .  .  .as follows: c F X is the usual inclusion F X ¨ F E , and if a g Mh
 .s F Y then1 ¨*
l
Uc a s c a t . .  . i i
is1
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The commutativity of the diagram
uy1il l6E E
6
c ci i
6¨ 6
Y Y
 .implies that c is compatible with the left and right F X -module struc-
ture on M and hence that c defines a map T M ª H .h F  X . h l
We know show that c factors through a map B ª H . That is,h l
 .c R s 0.h
Let f g M m M . We computeh F  X . h
l
c f s f t t , .  i j i j
i , js1
where
f y s a* f y , c y , . . . , y , . . . , y .  .  .Ã .i i i 1 i l
i / j f y s b * f y , y , c y , . . . , y , . . . , y , . . . , y .  .  . Ã Ã . /i j i j 1 i j l
again one verifies this for f s a m b and then one uses the fact that
 .  ..a*, b * are given by 6.14 , 6.15 .
 .Assume now that f g R . Then f s 0 by 6.12 and f t t q f t t s 0h i i i j i j ji j i
 .by 6.13 .
Step 2. Let ``dim'' stand for right or left dimension. Then
n q l y 1dim B G . 6.16 . .F  X . h  /n n
Let us look at right dimension. The inequality obviously holds if B ish
 .  .  l. w xreplaced by H ( Z and F X by F E . See 22 . Hence it suffices tol l
 .  l.show that H , as left B -module, is generated by H s F E .l h l 0
To this end we look at the composition
h c6 6
A B H , 6.17 .h l
 .where the first map is obtained from the map h: A ª G B defined in
 .Subsection 6.3. Then the image of a g V s A under 6.17 is given by1
l
a t , i i
is1
l  .  .where, for y g E , a y s a y . Here we have considered a as a rationali i
function on E.
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We now easily verify that the following diagram is commutative
A
6 6
f c (hl
( 6
Z Hl l
w x  l.Then by 22, Theorem A.3 , Z , and hence H is generated by F E as al l
left A-module. So this is certainly true as a left B -module.h
Step 3. Let y g X. We show that the compositions
A ª G B ª G B m F y 6.18 .  .  . .OX
A ª G B ª G F y m B 6.19 .  .  . .OX
are surjective.
 .  .  .We will concentrate on 6.18 , 6.19 being similar. To prove 6.18 we
have to show that for all n g N, B , as a right module is generated byn
V mn.
Since B is a quotient of M mn, it suffices to prove this for M mn. Now itn
is an easy exercise to show that M is generated on the right, as well as on
the left, by V. Then induction and the following lemma finishes the proof.
SUBLEMMA. Assume that Y, Z are F-schemes, M and O -module and NY
an O y O -bimodule. Assume furthermore that M is generated by a ¨ectorY Z
 .space V ; G M and that N is generated on the right by a ¨ector space
 .W ; G N . Then M m N is generated by V m W.O FY
Proof. We have a surjection of O -modulesY
V m O ª M ª 0.F Y
This yields a surjection
V m N ª M m N ª 0.F OY
Since V m N is generated by V m W, this shows what we want.F F
 .  . Step 4. Under the maps 6.18 , 6.19 introduced in Step 3, G B mOX
 ..  .   . .y1F y becomes a quotient of M D and G F y m B a quotient ofp y OX
 .M D .r y
  ..   . .Let us concentrate on G B m F y . G F y m B is similar butO OX X
easier.
   ...Let W s ker V ª G M m F y . First we have to compute M mO OX X
 . U ly1F y . Recall that M s H where H s p L and p : Y s E = S E ª Ec c ¨ 1 1
is the projection on the first factor.
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 .According to the appropriate variant of Lemma 2.8 1 we find M mOX
 .  .y1 y1F y s c# H m O . Then from the exact sequenceO ¨ c yY
0 ª H m O y¨y1cy1 y ª H ª H m O y1 y1 ª 0 .O Y O ¨ c yY Y
we deduce
W s G Y , H m O y¨y1cy1 y . .O YY
s G Y , pU L m O y¨y1cy1 y . .1 O YY
s G E, L m p #O y¨y1cy1 y . .O 1 YE
and from the commutative diagrams
p1 6
Y E
6
¨ p
6pc 16
6
YX E
and
pc 1 66X EY
6
p pp
66 pc 16
6
X Y E
we deduce
p #O y¨y1cy1 y s p #¨*O ycy1 y .  .1 Y 1 Y
s p *p #O ycy1 y .1 Y
s p #p *O ycy1 y .1 Y
s p #O ypy1cy1 y .1 Y
s p #O ycy1py1 y .1 Y
s O yD y1 . .E p y
  ..   ..y1Thus W s G E, L yD and hence G B m F y is a quotient ofp y OX
 .y1ArAW s M D y .p
Step 5. Now we conclude the proof of the theorem. According to Step
2 and semi-continuity
dim G B m F p y G dim M D .  . .n O y nX
dim G F y m B G dim M D . .  . .O n r y nX
Combining this with Step 4 finishes the proof.
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6.5. The Algebras B Are Noetherian. In this section we prove that the
bimodule algebras B, introduced in the previous sections, are noetherian.
w xWe use the reduction mod p argument used in 5, 22 . However, we need
here a version that refers only to noetherian schemes since bimodules
were only defined over noetherian schemes.
To be able to reduce mod p we have to work over a commutative base
ring, say S. We will always assume that S is a noetherian domain. A family
 .of triples t s E , s , L is a smooth elliptic curve over S together withS S S S
an S-automorphism which is a translation in each geometric fiber, and an
invertible sheaf L on E which is of degree r in each geometric fiber.S S
w xIn 22 a corresponding Sklyanin algebra was defined which is compati-
ble with base change, and in the case that S is a field, coincides with our
earlier definition.
By carefully checking the constructions in the previous sections the
reader may verify that these can be globalized over S using standard
w xtechniques from algebraic geometry. See 22 for a similar but easier case.
In this way one constructs an S-flat O -commuting O -bimodule alge-S XS
bra B which is compatible with base change, and for S an algebraicallyS
closed field is the same as before.
We will use the following lemma.
 .LEMMA 6.5.1. Let F be a field, R , m a sequence of discretei i ig N
¨aluation rings in F such that F is the union of the quotient fields of the R .i
 .  .Assume that for all i, R , m dominates R , m . Define k siq1 iq1 i i
lim R rm . Let X be a flat R -scheme of finite type. Put X s X = F,i i R 0 F R R6 0 0 0
X s X = k. Furthermore let B be a graded R -commuting, R -flat,k R R R 0 00 0 0
O -bimodule algebra. We put B s B m F, B s B m k which weX F R R k R RR 0 0 0 0
0
consider respecti¨ ely as O and O -bimodule algebras.X XF k
Assume that the grading on B is of the formR 0
O [ B [ B [ ??? .  .X R R0 01 2
 .with each B coherent. Then if B is left noetherian, the same holdsR n k0
for B .F
Proof. Assume that B is left noetherian and let I be a graded leftk
 .ideal in B . Put I s I l B with obvious notations. Then I s I m kF i R i k i Ri i
injects in B s B m k. This comes down to a statement about O -k R R Xi i R i
modules which may be checked locally. So we obtain an ascending chain
 .I of left B ideals which must be stationary. So by Nakayama I si k k iq1
I m R for i 4 0.i R iq1i
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Hence I s I m F and it suffices to show that I is coherent. That is,i R ii
B m I [ ??? [ B m I yn ª I .  .  .R O i R O i i0 ni X i RR ii
should become surjective for large n. This follows again from Nakayama
and the fact that B is noetherian.k
THEOREM 6.5.2. B is a noetherian O -bimodule algebra.X
Proof. It suffices to show that B is left noetherian; right noetherian is
similar.
 :We consider first the case that s has finite order. Define E9 s Er s ,
X 9 s SlE9. Then M s H in an O -commuting bimodule. Put A sc c ¨ X 9
O m A where O and A commute inside A.X 9 F X 9
By a slight abuse of notation we may consider B as an O -bimodule.X 9
 .The map A ª G B induces an O -bimodule map A ª B, and byX 9
 .Theorem 6.4.1 more specifically Step 3 in the proof a surjection of left
A-modules A m O ª B.O XX 9
So it suffices in this case to show that A is noetherian. Since s has
 .finite order, A is finite over a finitely generated center Z A . Then A is
 .finite over O m Z A , which is obviously noetherian.X 9 F
Now we assume that s is general.
Any left ideal in B is defined over a countable extension of the prime
field, so we may in fact assume that F itself is countably generated.
Now there exists a subring S of F, finitely generated over Z, and a
 .  .family of triples T s E , s , L such that F m T s T s E, s , L .S S S S S S F
Choose a maximal ideal m in S. Then Srm is finite and in particular
s s Srm m s has finite order.Sr m S S
Using the fact that F is countably generated, it is easy to see that there
 .exists a sequence of discrete valuation rings R , m in F as in Lemmai i
 .  .6.5.1 such that R , m dominates S, m .0 0
Since s still has finite order, B is noetherian and therefore B s Bk k F
is noetherian.
7. CENTRAL QUOTIENTS OF FOUR-DIMENSIONAL
SKLYANIN ALGEBRAS
7.1. Generalities. In this section we keep the notations of the previous
sections, but we assume that r s 4, l s 2. As before s is the translation
 .by a certain element of J E , which we denote by t . We make the
 .standard assumption that 4t / 0. If 4t s 0 then A s A E, s , L is a twist
of a polynomial algebra.
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w xSince we will use the results of 10 we are forced to assume that F is of
characteristic zero, but it is very likely that this condition may be removed
w xonce a version of 10 becomes available for more general base fields.
We normalize things in the standard way. We fix o g E such that
  ..L s O 4 o and we make E into an abelian variety with o as origin. Of
 .  .course we also take d s 4 o so that as before L s O d .
w x  .It is shown in 10 than Z A contains a two-dimensional subspace2
FV q FV such that the annihilator of any line module intersects FV1 2 1
q FV in one-dimensional subspace, and furthermore that any such2
one-dimensional subspace annihilates a line module. The correspondence
line modules l central annihilators may be made explicit as follows.
w x  .PROPOSITION 7.1.1 10 . Let p, q g E and write M p, q for the linear
 .  ..module M p q q . Then
 .1 The intersection
Ann M p , q l FV q FV 7.1 .  .  .A 1 2
 .depends only on p q q. Put r s p q q and denote by V r an arbitrary
 .non-zero element of 7.1 . Then
 .  .  .2 V r s V r 9 if and only if r s r 9 or r q r 9 s y4t .
Remark 7.1.2. The reader should note that 2t in this paper corre-
w xsponds to t in 10 .
w xIt is shown in 10 that ArAV q AV is the twisted homogeneous1 2
 .  .coordinate ring B s B E, p , L associated to the triple E, p , L . That
is, B is the global sections of
O [ L [ L m p * L [ ???E
m .with multiplication a m b ¬ ap * b for a g B , b g B .m n
w xIt is shown in 6 that there is a category equivalence between O -qchE
 .  .and B-QGr. Under this equivalence a left point module M y for A,
 .y g E corresponds to F p y .
k 4yl .If M g A-gr is of GK-dimension l then one defines M s Ext M, A .
We will use the left A-module M kk below. It properties have been
w xdetermined in 10, Sect. 2 . We select some of these properties in the
following proposition
PROPOSITION 7.1.3. Let M g A-gr be of GK-dimension l. Then
 . kk1 M is pure.
 . kk2 There is a natural map M ª M whose kernel is the maxi-
mal submodule of M of GK-dimension - l and whose cokernel has GK-
dimension F l y 2.
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 . kk3 If GK-dimension M F 2 then M is Cohen-Macaulay.
 . kk4 If M is Cohen-Macaulay then M s M.
This proposition may be used in combination with the following
PROPOSITION 7.1.4. The shifted point, line, and plane modules are pre-
cisely the Cohen-Macaulay modules of multiplicity 1 and GK-dimension 1,
2, 3.
w xFor the definition of multiplicity we refer to 4 . The following proposi-
w xtion is implicit in 10
PROPOSITION 7.1.5. The intersection of the kernels of A ª
 ..   ..M p, q where 1 is mapped to a generator of M p, q is gi¨ en bypqqsr
 .V r A.
 .Proof. Denote this common kernel by I. Clearly V r g I. Since
 . w x  .ArAV r is a domain 10 , either I s AV r or GKdim ArI F 2. Assume
the latter.
Let M be the maximal submodule of ArI of GKdim F 1, and let0
M ; M ; ??? ; M s ArI be a filtration such that each M rM is0 1 n iq1 i
 .  .critical of GK-dimension 2. Fix some M p, q , p q q s r. Since M p, q is
a quotient of ArI there must be a non-zero, necessarily injective map,
 .M rM ª M p, q for some i.i iy1
Since M has GK-dimension 2 and multiplicity 1, it follows from Proposi-
kk  . .tions 7.1.3, 7.1.4 that M is a shifted line module, say M r, s yk . Thus
 . .  .M r, s yk is a submodule of M p, q . But then it follows from the
w xdescription of maps between line modules in 10 that, given r, s, there are
only a finite number of possibilities for p, q.
So we find that ArI has at most a finite number of line module
quotients. But this is absurd since there are clearly an infinite number of
couples such that p q q s r.
Since l s 2 we have Y s Y s E2, X s S2E. Let z g E. We construct2
the following pullback diagram
zz 6
E Y
6
cc
6 zz1 6 XP
 . 1where z is the map y ¬ y q z, yy q z and c : E ª P is the quotientz
under y ¬ yy.
 .From Proposition 2.14 it easily follows that M adapted to z , z andz z
 .hence we put M s z , z * M. Applying again Proposition 2.14 yields thatz z z
M s H , . c ¨z c z
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where ¨ : E ª E sends y to y q 2t and where H s tU L , for t thez z z
 .  .translation by z. Then H s O d , d s 4 yz .z z z
 .  .It follows from Proposition 2.13 1 , 3 that T M and B are adapted to
 .  .z , z , so we put B s z , z * B. Furthermore, by Theorem 6.4.1, R isz z z z z
a subvectorbundle of M m M on the left and on the right, and thus byOX
 .  .Proposition 2.13 2 , R is also adapted to z , z . Thus if we put R sz z z
 .z , z * R thenz z
B s T M r R . .z z z
In this way, all constructions in Section 6 may be pulled over to E via z .z
 .For the benefit of the reader we present a translation table see Table I .
 . 1By analogy to 6.10 localizing at the generic point of P yields a
commutative diagram.
}6 6 6 6
0 M m M M m M M m M 0z z z O z z z1} P
6 6 6
ji6 6 6 6
10 F E F E m F E F E 0 .  .  .  .¨* ¨* ¨*F P .
7.2 .
 .  .Recall that as in 6.10 , j is given by a*: a m b ¬ a¨* b and i is split by
 .  .b *: a m b ¬ a v¨ * b . The sections in R are those that are anti-z
symmetric under the map v .Äz
Note that with the definitions in Table I, B could have been definedz
directly, without constructing B first.
TABLE I
A Translation Table
Notation of
Notation in Section 6 pullback under z Definitionz
Y E
Y E2
1X P
 .d d 4 yzz
 .H H O dz z
v v y ¬ yy
c c quotient under y ¬ yy
¨ ¨ y ¬ y q 2t
 .M M Hz c z c ¨
 .R R z , z * Rz z z
w w y ¬ y y 2t
U  .p p z pz z
v v y ¬ p v*Ä Äz z
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There is a natural map
A ª G B ª G B 7.3 .  .  .z
 .  .sending a section of B to z , z * a . In this way B -modules becomez z z
A-modules.
The following proposition shows that B defines certain line modules.z
PROPOSITION 7.1.6. If y g P1 and y g E is a lifting of y under c thenÄ
  ..  .G B m F y is isomorphic to M yy q z y 2t , y q z y 2t .Ä Äz O 1P
U   ..Proof. Applying z shows that G B m F z y is isomorphic toz O zX
  ..  .G B m F y . Furthermore z y s c y q z, yy q z and hence byÄ Äz O z1P
  ..  .Theorem 6.4.1, G B m F z y s M y q z y 2t , yy q z y 2t .Ä ÄO zX
 .  .COROLLARY 7.1.7. The kernel of the map 7.3 A ª G B is generatedz
 .by V 2 z y 4t .
 1 .1Proof. If F is a O -vector bundle then the natural map G P , F ªP
 1  .. G P , F m F y is injective. So the mapy O 1P
G B ª G B m F y .  . .z z O 1P
y
 .is injective. Hence the kernel of the map A ª G B is by Propositionz
7.1.6 the common kernel of
A ª M y q z y 2t , yy q z y 2t .Ä Ä
 .which by Proposition 7.1.5 is generated by V 2 z y 4t .
7.2. Ampleness. In this section we verify the conditions of Theorem 5.2
for B . Note that the implicit condition that B should be noetherian isz z
true since it is true for B by Theorem 6.5.2.
Our main result is the following
THEOREM 7.2.1. We always ha¨e
G B s ArAV 2 z y 4t . .  .z
Furthermore if
y4 z y 4qt / 0 for q F y1 7.4 .
 . 1then B is an ample sequence on P and hence we ha¨e in¨erse equi¨ a-z m
lences
B myz 6
6ArAV 2 z y 4t -QGr B -QGr. . z .G y
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The proof is based upon the following lemma.
 .1 1LEMMA 7.2.2. Let n g Z. As a left O -module M m O n is iso-P z O P1P
morphic to
O 1 n q 1 [ O 1 n q 1 if y4 z y 4nt / 0 .  .P P 1 1O n [ O n q 2 if y4 z y 4nt s 0. .  .P P
Proof. We compute
a s dim G P1 , O 1 m m M m O 1 n .  . .m k P O z O P1 1P P
s dim G E, O m m H m ¨*O n .  . .k E O z O EE E
s dim G E, O 2m o q 4 yz q 2n y2t .  .  . . .k
which is equal to 2n q 2m q 4, unless
n q m q 2 s 0
and
2m = o q 4 = yz q 2n = y2t s y4 z y 4nt s 0 .  .  .
in E in which case we find a s 1 instead of 0.m
Thus if y4 z y 4nt / 0 then the values of a arem
0, . . . , 0, 2, 4, . . . ,
where the first non-zero entry occurs for m s yn y 1. This is enough
information to decide that
M m O 1 n s O 1 n q 1 [ O 1 n q 1 . .  .  .z O P P P1P
If on the other hand y4 z y 4nt s 0 then the values of a arem
0, . . . , 0, 1, 2, 4, . . . ,
where now the first non-zero values occur for m s yn y 2. This corre-
sponds to
1 1 1M m O n s O n [ O n q 2 . .  .  .z P P P
 .Proof of Theorem 7.2.1. To prove that B is an ample sequence itz m
 .  .1suffices to prove that for all n g Z, B m O n eventually hasz m O P1P
vanishing cohomology and becomes generated by global sections on the
 .  .1 1left. Now we claim that, as a left O -module B m O n mayP z m O P1P
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always be written as
O a [ ??? [ O a 7.5 .  .  .1 p
 4with all a G n. Furthermore if there exists l g 0, . . . , m y 1 such thati
 4  .for all l g 0, . . . , l one has y4 z y 4 n q l t / 0 then every a G n q l0 0 i
q 1.
 .  .  .mm  .1 1Since B m O m is a quotient of M m O m , andz m O P z O P1 1P P
1  .mm  .1since we are on P it suffices to prove the claim for M m O m ,z O P1P
but there it follows by induction. To see this, write the left module
 .mmy1.  .  .1structure of M m O n in the form 7.5 and apply Lemmaz O P1P
7.2.2.
Hence we see that if y4 z y 4qt / 0 for q F y1 then all a G 0 fori
 .  .m G yn. Hence we have already shown that under 7.4 , B is anz m
ample sequence.
To prove the first claim it suffices by Corollary 7.1.7 to compute
 1  . . 1 1  . .dim G P , B . Now since we have shown above that H P , B sz m z m
 . .0, it suffices to compute x B . But Euler characteristics are constantz m
in flat families, so we may assume that s is the identity. But then B isz
just the symmetric algebra of the ordinary O 1 module M , which in thisP z
 .  .  .1 1 1 2case, is isomorphic to O 1 [ O 1 or O [ O 2 . Then a simpleP P P P
 . .computation shows that x B has the right value.z m
7.3. Twisting. In this section we prove that the various B are con-z
 .nected with each other through twisting see Section 3 . That is, we prove
PROPOSITION 7.3.1. Assume that z9 s z y nt , n g Z. Then we ha¨e
O 1 n m B m O 1 yn ( B . 7.6 .  .  .P O z O P z 91 1P P
 .Proof. The strategy of the proof will be as follows. Let Z s nc o ,
Ä .  .   ..1Z s O Z ( O n , Z s c *Z s O 2n o . We will show thatP
Z m M ( M m Z ,O z z 9 O1 1P P
where z9 s z y nt , and that furthermore this isomorphism is compatible
with R , in the sense that the compositionz
Z m M m M ª M m Z m M ª M m M m Z 7.7 .O z O z z 9 O O z z 9 O z 9 O1 1 1 1 1 1P P P P P P
sends Z m R to R m Z.O z z 9 O1 1P P
We compute
Ä y1Z m M s Z m H s O c Z q d . / c ¨O z c O z c z1P E c ¨
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and
Ä y1 y1M m Z s H m ¨*Z s O d q ¨ c Z . . / c ¨z 9 O c z 9 O c z 91P E c ¨
It is now easily verified that
cy1Z q d ; d q ¨y1cy1Zz z 9
and hence Z m M and M m Z are isomorphic.O z z 9 O1 1P P
To be more precise we may construct the following commutative dia-
gram
6
Z m M M m ZO z z 9 O1 1P P
6 6
1 16
1 1F P m F E F E m F P .  .  .  .¨* ¨*F P . F P .
6 6
( (
t 6F E F E .  .¨* ¨*
 .where the bottom arrow is left multiplication by an element t g F E ,
which is determined up to a scalar factor by
t s d q ¨y1cy1 Z y d y cy1 Z . 7.8 .  .z 9 z
 .A similar diagram may be constructed for 7.7 .
6 6
Z m M m M M m Z m M M m M m Zz z z 9 z z 9 z 9
6 6 6
1 1 16 6F P m F E m F E F E m F P m F E F E m F E m F P .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .¨* ¨* ¨* ¨* ¨* ¨*
6 6 6
( ( (
tm1 1mt6 6
F E m F E F E m F E F E m F E .  .  .  .  .  .¨* ¨* ¨* ¨* ¨* ¨*
So the composition of the lowest horizontal maps is given by multiplication
 .with t m t. This preserves the kernel of j in 7.2 hence we obtain a
diagram
6
Z m M m M M m M m Zz z z 9 z 9} }
6 6
1 16F P m F E F E m F P .  .  .  .
6 6
( (
y1  .t¨ v t 6
F E F E .  .
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To construct the lowest map we have used the explicit splitting of i, given
 .just below diagram 7.2 .
y1  .To show that multiplication by t¨ v t sends Z m R to R m Z, itz z 9
suffices to verify that the following diagram is commutative, up to a scalar.
vÄz 6  . . F EF E
6
y1y1  . . t¨ v tt¨ v t
6
vÄz9 6 .  .F E F E
 .This amounts to a computation with divisors using 7.8 and the fact that
p s uy1 d y d q v d y vuy1 d q t V y t V , .  .  .z z z z z 2t y2t
where
V s v .
vgE2
7.4. A Translation Principle. We let the notations be as before. For
 .z g E we put A s ArAV 2 z .z
Assume that z9 s z y nt , n g Z. We let the functor F : A -QGr ªz, z 9 z
A -QGr be defined by the compositionz 9
 .B my O 1 n myzq2t P6 6A -QGr B -QGr B -QGrz zq2t z 9q2t
 .G y 6
A -QGr. 7.9 .z 9
 .Note that the middle arrow depends upon the isomorphism 7.6 which is
only determined up to scalar. It is possible to deduce from this that Fz, z 9
itself is determined up to twisting with a scalar automorphism of A suchz 9
m .an automorphism sends a g A to l a if the scalar is l . However, wem
will not use this fact.
 .THEOREM 7.4.1 Translation Principle for Sklyanin Algebras . Let z g
E, z9 g z q Zt , and assume that one of the following conditions is true.
 .1 z f h q Zt for h g E .4
 . 42 t has infinite order and z s h q qt , z9 s h q q9t with h g E ,
q, q9 g Z, q, q9 F y2.
Then the functor F defined abo¨e is an equi¨ alence. Furthermore it sendsz, z 9
A -qgr to A -qgr and commutes with shifts.z z 9
 .Proof. The middle arrow in 7.9 is always an equivalence, according to
Proposition 7.3.1 and Section 3. By Theorem 7.2.1 the extremal arrows are
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equivalences if
y4 z q 2t y 4at / 0 for a F y1 7.10 .  .
y4 z9 q 2t y 4a9t / 0 for a9 F y1. 7.11 .  .
 .  .  .If condition 1 is true then clearly 7.10 , 7.11 always hold. So assume
 .  .  .condition 2 . Then, using the fact that t has infinite order, 7.10 , 7.11
are equivalent to
y4 q q 2 y 4a / 0 for a F y1 .
y 4 qX q 2 y 4aX / 0 for aX F y1 .
which are trivially true if q, q9 F y2.
That F sends A -qgr to A -qgr and commutes with shifts followsz, z 9 z z 9
from the fact that the functors which make up F have the correspond-z, z 9
ing properties.
 .Remark 7.4.2. 1 In our definition A depends only on 2 z. However,z
if 2 z s 2 z9, z / z9 then F will not be defined since B (u B .z, z 9 zq2t z 9q2t
That is the reason why we defined A the way we did.z
 .2 There are other equivalences among the A -qgr than those givenz
w xby F . For example, if z9 s z q h, h g E then it follows from 17 thatz, z 9 4
w x   ..A ( A . Furthermore by 10 see Proposition 7.1.1 2 it follows thatz z 9
A ( A .z yzy2t
From this last property it follows that if z g h q Zt , h g E , and t has4
infinite order then the only A that is not equivalent to the others is givenz
by z s h y t .
 .We don't know exactly for which pairs z, z9 there is an equivalence
between A -QGr and A -QGr. Presumably the answer is similar to thatz z 9
 .for the primitive quotients of U sl .2
Let as before z, z9 g E, z9 s z y nt , n g Z. We will assume that
 .  .hypothesis 1 or 2 of Theorem 7.4.1 holds. Thus F is an equivalence.z, z 9
Since F commutes with shifts, it follows from standard Morita theoryz, z 9
that there exists a A y A -bimodule A such that F s A m y .z 9 z z 9, z z, z 9 z 9, z A z
In fact one has
A s F A . 7.12 .  .z 9 , z z , z 9 z
Of course A is only determined up to torsion modules.z 9, z
 .If M is a graded vector space then we denote by H M, t the Hilbert
series of M. That is,
H M , t s dim M t n . .  . n
ngZ
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 .If M is only determined up to finite dimensional modules then H M, t is
only determined up to laurent polynomials. We will need the following
lemma below.
LEMMA 7.4.3. One has
n
H A , t s H A , t q .  .z 9 , z z 21 y t .
1 q t n
s q mod. laurent pol.3 21 y t 1 y t .  .
 .Proof. By 7.12 and Propositions 7.3.1,
A s G P1 , O 1 n m B .  .  . .z 9 , z P O z1m mP
s G P1 , B m O 1 n . .  . .z 9 O P1m P
 .Now the B form an ample sequence, and hence for large mz 9 m
dim G P1 , B m O 1 n s x B m O 1 n . 7.13 .  .  .  .  . . .z 9 O P z 9 O P1 1m mP P
However, Euler characteristics are constant in flat families, so we may
 .assume that t s 0. But in that case B is the ordinary symmetric algebraz 9
 .  .  .1 1of O 1 [ O 1 . Then one easily shows that 7.13 has the correct value.P P
The following result describes the action of F on point and linez, z 9
modules.
THEOREM 7.4.4. Assume that z9 s z y nt , n g Z, and that hypotheses
 .  .1 and 2 of Theorem 7.4.1 hold.
 .   ..1 Assume that s, t g E are such that s q t s 2 z. Then F M s, tz, z 9
 .s M s9, t9 where s9 s s y nt , t9 s t y nt .
 .   ..2 Assume now that s q t s y2 z y 4t . Then F M s, t sz, z 9
 . .M s0, t0 n with s0 s s q nt , t0 s t q nt .
 .  .   ..3 Let M s be the point corresponding to s g E. Then F M s sz, z 9
 .M s9 , s9 s s y nt .
 .Proof. We first prove 1 . Let y g E be given by s y z and putÄ
 .y s c y . Then according to Proposition 7.1.6 one hasÄ
M s, t s M y q z , yy q z s G B m F y . .  . .Ä Ä  .zq2t O 1P
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 .  .  .That is, under the first arrow in 7.12 , M s, t is sent to B m F y .zq2t O 1P
 .Then under the second arrow B m F y is sent tozq2t O 1P
O n m B m F y .  .O O zq2t O1 1 1P P P
s O 1 n m B m O 1 yn m O 1 n m F y .  .  .  .P O zq2t O P O P O1 1 1 1P P P P
s B m F y . .z 9q2t O 1P
Finally using Proposition 7.1.6, B is sent under the last arrow toz 9q2t
M y q z9, yy q z9 s M s y nt , t y nt . . .Ä Ä
 .This finishes the proof of 1 .
 .  .Part 3 follows quite easily from 1 . We put t s 2 z y s. Then there is
w xan exact sequence 10
0 ª M s q 2t , t y 2t y1 ª M s, t ª M s ª 0. .  .  .  .
Applying F yields an exact sequence in A -qgrz, z 9 z 9
0 ª M s9 q 2t , t9 y 2t y1 ª M s9, t9 ª F M s ª 0 7.14 .  .  .  .  . .z , z 9
with s9 s s y nt , t9 s t y nt .
  ..Looking at Hilbert series reveals that F M s must be isomorphic inz, z 9
 .A-qgr to a point module, say M u9 , u9 g E.
 .To determine u9 we choose V g FV q FV , V / V 2 z and look at1 2
 .the long exact sequence in B-qgr obtained from 7.14 by tensoring with
 .B s A rA V s Ar V , V . We obtainz z 1 2
0 ª Tor A rV A , M u9 . .1 z z
ª M s9 q 2t , t9 y 2t rV M s9 q 2t , t9 y 2t y1 .  .  .
ª M s9, t9 rV M s9, t9 ª M u9 ª 0. 7.15 .  .  .  .
Now we use the category equivalence between B-qgr and O -coh. ThenE
 .7.15 yields the following identity in the Grothendieck group of finite
dimensional O -modulesE
F u9 q 4t q 2t q F s9 q 2t q F t9 q 2t .  .  .
s F s9 q 2t q 2t q 2t q F t9 y 2t q 2t q 2t .  .
q F u9 q 2t . .
Inspection, using the hypothesis 4t / 0, yields u9 s s9.
 .Now we prove 2 . Assume that s q t s y2 z y 4t and let x g A such1
 .  .  .that x is zero on s and t. Thus the divisor of x is given by s q t q a
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 .  .  .q b . We have a surjective map A rA x ª M s, t . Let M y1 be itsz z
w xkernel. Since by 10, Proposition 6.2 A is a domain, we may compute thez
Hilbert series of M and we find that it is the Hilbert series of a line
 .module. Furthermore M is a quotient of the kernel of ArAx ª M s, t ,
w xwhich is a plane module 10, Proposition 4.6 . Hence M is generated in
degree zero and therefore M itself is a line module, So there exist
p, q g E and an exact sequence
0 ª M p , q y1 ª A rA x ª M s, t ª 0. 7.16 .  .  .  .z z
 .To determine p, q we tensor 7.16 with A rA V where V g FV q FV ,z z 1 2
 .V / V 2 z . As above we obtain an identity in the Grothendieck group of
finite dimensional O -modules.E
F p q 2t q 2t [ F q q 2t q 2t [ F s q 2t [ F t q 2t .  .  .  .
s F a q 2t [ F b q 2t [ F s q 2t [ F t q 2t . .  .  .  .
Hence we can take p s a y 2t , q s b y 2t .
If we apply F to the exact sequencez, z 9
x 60 ª A A ª A rA x ª 0z z z z
then we obtain an exact sequence, up to torsion
x 60 ª A A ª F A rA x ª 0. .z 9 , z z 9 , z z , z 9 z z
So we deduce
F A rA x s A rA x .z , z 9 z z z 9 , z z 9 , z
and furthermore
1 q t n
H A rA x , t s q mod. laurent pol. .z 9 , z z 9 , z 2 1 y t1 y t .
Now now that a q b q s q t s 0 and hence p q q s a y 2t q b y 2t s
 .  .ys y t y 4t s q2 z. So by 1 the image of M p, q under F is anz, z 9
  ..  .unshifted line module. Let K s F M s, t . Applying F to 7.16z, z 9 z, z 9
yields
1 q t n t
H K , t s q y . 2 21 y t1 y t 1 y t .  .
n q 1 y nt
s mod. laurent pol.,21 y t .
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hence it follows that K has GK-dimension 2 and multiplicity 1. Then by
Propositions 7.1.3, 7.1.4, K kk is a shifted line module. Looking at the
Hilbert series of K learns that it must be a positive shift by n. Thus, up to
 . .  .torsion K s M c, d n for some c, d g E. Assume that s / t. Then M s
 .  .  .  .[ M t is up to torsion a quotient of M s, t . Hence by 3 , M s y nt [
 .  . .  .kkM t y nt is a quotient of M c, d n in A-qgr. Applying y gives an
 . .  .  .actual map M c, d n ª M s y nt [ M t y nt in A-gr with finite
cokernel. We deduce that c s s q nt , d s t q nt . If s s t the we may
 .repeat the argument with the unique non-trivial self extension of M s ,
 .  .  .annihilated by Ar V , V , replacing the direct sum M s [ M t . This1 2
 .finishes the proof of 3 .
7.5. Fat Points. Notations are as before. A fat point of A is an
irreducible object in A-qgr of GK-dimension one. In our special case it is
 .easy to see that the tail M of a fat point is, for n 4 0, critical, withoutG n
socle and has constant Hilbert series. The value of this constant is equal to
the multiplicity of M.
w xAssume from now on that s has infinite order. It is shown in 17 that
for each n g N, n G 2, A has precisely four non-isomorphic fat points of
multiplicity n. The proof of this result consists of two parts. First one has
to construct these particular fat points and then one has to show that one
has found all of them. Let us refer to these two parts as ``existence'' and
``completeness.''
It turns out that ``completeness'' may be handled using a generalization
w xof the methods in 4, 5 . However, ``existence'' is based upon the ingenious,
w x w xbut ad hoc, construction by Sklyanin in 16 . As was noted in 17, Sect. 3
the reason why this construction works is somewhat unclear.
In this section we show that one may quite naturally obtain the
.existence of the fat points of A from the translation principle. Our
starting point is the fat points of multiplicity one. That is, the ordinary
point modules. The point modules of an algebra, given with generators and
w xrelations may be obtained using the method exhibited in 4 which consists
of ``multi-linearizing'' the equations.
w xIn 19 it was shown that the point modules of A are parametrized by
w xE j S where S is a set of four points. In 10 it was shown that a natural
indexation for the elements of S is given by E , the points of order two on2
E. So we put
<S s e v g E 4v 2
 .and we denote the corresponding point modules by M e . The followingv
w xtheorem is 10, Theorem 5.7
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THEOREM 7.5.1. Let p, q g E be such that p q q s v g E . Then there2
is a short exact sequence
0 ª M p y 2t , q y 2t y1 ª M p , q ª M e ª 0. 7.17 .  .  .  .  .v
 .  .This result implies in particular that M e is annihilated by V v sv
 .  .V v y 4t and thus M e g A -gr where 2h s v.v hy2t
 .PROPOSITION 7.5.2. Put z s h y 2t , z9 s h y n q 1 t , n g N, h g
  ..E . Then for v s 2h, F M e gi¨ es a fat point of multiplicity n.4 z, z 9 v
Furthermore these fat points are not isomorphic in A-qgr for different v g E .2
Proof. According to Theorem 7.4.1, F is an equivalence. So the onlyz, z 9
  ..fact that is not immediately obvious is the multiplicity of F M e .z, z 9 v
 .We apply F to the exact sequence 7.17 . Then Theorem 7.4.4 yieldsz, z 9
an exact sequence in A -qgrz 9
0 ª M p9 y 2t , q9 y 2t y1 ª M p0 , q0 n y 1 .  .  .  .
ª F M e ª 0. . .z , z 9 v
  ..Computing Hilbert series yields that F M e has the required multi-z, z 9 v
plicity.
Remark 7.5.3. With more work it is also possible to say something in
the case that s has finite order. The functor F is still defined, and itz, z 9
w xmay be used to construct the fat points of intermediate multiplicity 18 .
However, since F is no longer an equivalence, it is harder to prove thatz, z 9
the constructed objects have the required properties.
APPENDIX A: THE TRANSLATION PRINCIPLE FOR H l
We let the notation be as in the Introduction. In this appendix we will
sketch the proof of the translation principle for proj8 H l. Since H l is
related to the Sklyanin algebra one would expect to be able to give a proof
similar to that of Theorem 7.4.1. This is indeed possible but some new
technical problems appear since one has to work with bimodules whose
support is a non-reduced scheme. In order not to introduce any more
complications we have chosen to derive the translation principle for H l
from that of Ul.
One may define a sheaf of twisted differential operators D l on P1,
 .which for l g Z corresponds to the sheaf of differential operators on O l
 w x.see, e.g., 23, Sect. 6 . One still has that if l9 s l y n then
D l9 ( O yn m D l m O n .  .O O1 1P P
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and this isomorphism is compatible with the natural filtrations on D l by
order of differential operators.
l  1 l.Furthermore one has that U s G P , D and this isomorphism is also
compatible with the natural filtration on Ul and D l.
w xThe Bernstein]Beilinson theorem 7 , specialized to our situation, as-
serts the following.
THEOREM A.1. Assume that either l g F _ Z or l g N. Then there are
in¨erse equi¨ alences
D lm lyUl l66U -mod D -qch.1 .G P , y
Furthermore, if M g D l-qch then M is generated by global sections and
q 1 .H P , M s 0 for q G 1.
Ä l n l  .Define D s [ D t where D is the sheaf of twisted differentialn nng N
operators of degree F n. By what we have said above we have H l s
1 Äl Äl Äl9 .G P , D and furthermore D -gr and D -gr are equivalent. So taking
into account the isomorphism H l s Hyly2, the translation principle for
H l follows from Theorem 5.2 and the following.
PROPOSITION A.2. Assume that either l g F _ Z or l g N. Then D l isn
an ample sequence on P1.
Ä Äl lProof. Let M g O -coh and put M s D m M , M s D m M .0 X O 0 O 0X X
Ä y1 Äw xIt is easy to see that M ( M t, t . Since M is the direct limit oft t
t t t6 6 6Ä Ä ÄM M M ???
q 1 Ä q 1 Ä .  .we obtain H P , M s H P , M . Hence the Bernstein]Beilinson the-t t
orem implies that
1 Ä Ä1C s coker O m G P , M ª M A.1 . . .P
and
1 1 ÄH P , M A.2 . .
 .  .are t-torsion. We will show that the gradings on A.1 and A.2 are
 .  .actually right limited which is what we need . Note that in A.1 right
 .limited is the same as coherent over O and in A.2 right limited meansP1
finite dimensional.
Ä ÄLook at Mrt M. This is a graded module over the symmetric algebra
 .  .  mn.1S T . Now T s O 2 , and so T is certainly an ample sequence.O P n1P
 .  .Therefore, by Theorem 5.2, one has that A.1 , A.2 have right limited
Ä Ä Ägrading if we replace M by Mrt M.
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Applying RG to the exact sequence
t 6Ä Ä Ä Ä0 ª M y1 M ª Mrt M ª 0 .
yields a short exact sequence
t1 1 1 16Ä ÄH P , M y1 H P , M ª fin. dim.ª 0. . .  .
1 1 Ä .Then the fact that H P , M is t-torsion, easily implies that it is finite
dimensional.
 .For A.1 we construct the diagram
0
6
right lim.
6
t6 6 6 6Ä Ä Ä Ä0 M y1 M Mrt M 0 .
6 6 6
t1 1 16 6 6 6Ä Ä Ä Ä1 1 10 O m G P , M y1 O m G P , M O m G P , Mrt M right lim. . .  .  .P P P
This yields an exact sequence
t 6
C y1 C ª right lim.ª 0 .
which again implies that the grading on C is right limited.
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